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RECEIPT BANK AND RIGHT NETWORKS LAUNCH
NEW QUICKBOOKS DESKTOP INTEGRATION
Washington, D.C. November 9, 2020, : Receipt Bank, the leading digital accounting
platform, has officially launched its Quickbooks Desktop integration to the Right
Networks Application Ecosystem.
This means that Right Networks users now have the ability to combine Receipt Bank’s
powerful automation with Quickbooks Desktop functionality. They can speed up data
management, as well as work with more businesses without having to change
processes.
“This new integration combines the functionality of desktop accounting with the speed
and accuracy of the cloud. We are excited to partner with Right Networks and add more
users to Receipt Bank’s growing community of 50,000 accounting professionals,” says
Kalliopi Vlastos, US General Manager at Receipt Bank.
Additionally, users will have access to direct publishing of line items, unpaid bills, paid
bills, expense reports and credit notes straight from Receipt Bank to Quickbooks
Desktop - meaning there is no need to waste hours manually updating records.
"The combination of Receipt Bank and Right Networks delivers a seamless cloud-based
digital accounting solution with QuickBooks Desktop that automates the tracking and
processing of receipts, bills and more, transforming them into digital financial
information that can be shared instantly," said Joel Hughes, CEO of Right Networks.

"We're pleased that this expanded capability is now an option for the 180,000
cloud-hosted QuickBooks desktop users on Right Networks."
The integration is currently available in the U.S. to Receipt Bank Partners on Streamline
and Optimize plans, as well as Right Networks users on Business Cloud and
Application Cloud plans. You may click here to learn more about the integration.
For comments please contact Paul-Reza Afshar (paul.afshar@receipt-bank.com).
About Receipt Bank
● Receipt Bank is one of the largest digital accounting software providers, trusted
by over 400,000+ businesses and 50,000+ accountants worldwide.
● Receipt Bank technology frees up accountants from manual financial data
management, giving them more of their client’s business data in real time, and
the tools to help them provide the best-in-class financial advice.
● Receipt Bank has helped digitize over 250 million pieces of paper, and processes
more than 2 million financial documents per week with the highest measured
data accuracy rate in the industry.
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